Abstract. There is introduced a modified local modulus of continuity as a measure of pointwise strong summability. The approximation versions of known results PuTraing Wang [6] and A. A. Zakhaxov [8] are obtained.
Introduction
Let LP (1 < p < oo) [resp.C] be the class of all 27r-periodic real-valued functions integrable in the Lebesgue sense with p-th power [ approximation, by S. Aljancic, R. Bojanic and M. Tomic [1] , This characteristic was very often used, but it appears that such approximation cannot be comparable with the norm approximation beside when X = C. In [4] there was introduced the slight modified quantity
o On the base of definition of the indefinite integral differentiability points (D-points) it was considered the quantity h w* x f(S) := sup 0<h<6
and in [5] was introduced the following also slight modified quantity 
It is well-known that H%f (x) means tend to 0 at the D-points of / e LP (1 < p < 2). In [2] this fact was presented in the approximation version with the quantity w%f as a measure of such approximation. Here for estimation of the H%f (x) means both the new measures of approximation are used in the approximation version of the result of A. A. Zaharov [8] . We will also consider the case when p = 1 and prove the approximation version of the result of Fu Triang Wang [6] with the following characteristic 
0<h<6 n n
Pointwise strong summability 603 By K we shall designate either an absolute constant or a constant depending on the indicated parameters, not necessarily the same of each occurrence.
Statement of the results
We start with a theorem, for the case p = 1. Next, we consider the case p > 1. From [8] we can deduce the possibility of existence of a sequence 8 n for which we have
and x e R is such that (3) w* x f(t) = o x (l), then there exists 6 n -> 0+ such that (4) (n + 1) <5 n /" oo and (5) 5 n sup w* x f{5 n ) = o x (l/n).
o<<5<<$" The construction of S n goes in the following way: Condition (3) implies that there exists a minimal n\ 6 N such that for n > n\ we have w* [/] (^i) < 1 and also it follows that we can find a minimal ni 6 N such that ^ < 5 and for n > n-i it is w* [/] (^fx) < ^ now we put 6 n = for ni < n < ri2 -1, we obtain for these n the relation (n + 1) 8 n sup 0<5 < 5n w* [/] (i) < 1. Now, again by (3) we can point at such a minimal 713 that ^ < 3 and for n > «3 it is w* [/] (^fj) < p and if we put S n = for «2 < n < «3 -1 we will have for these n also
Repeating this argument we can find a subsequence of natural numbers n^ -• oo such that for n fulfilling n^ < n < nfc+1-1 we will have (n + 1) Sn = kn and (n + 1) Sn sup0<(j<an [/] (i) < Thus, the sequence Sn, satisfying (4) and (5), is constructed.
With such a sequence we can estimate the second term in Theorem 2 in the following way:
and if \VJP [/] (5)| < K for 5 > 0, the first one can be estimated as follows:
by condition (4). Thus, from our theorems the results of [8] and [6] follow. (1) and (2), we can derive norm approximation corollaries from Theorem 2. COROLLARY 2. Iff e X = X?(pe (l,oo) andp>pe (1, 2] , then e t' r / <in I (UJY f(-JL -)) p } Vp \\HM\\x<K{(n + l)5 n u, x f(S n )} + K{(n + l)i-r £ (fc + i^-p } and, when 6 n = then for every positive integer n.
Pointwise strong summability
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In the proof of Theorem 1 we will need the following modified result of E. Hille and G. Klein [3] . For the quantity B n we construct the special estimate 
+ -uv
Pointwise strong summability then and The second term we give as a sum by partial integration. Thus our result is proved.
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